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A new shrinkage-compensating concrete additive 
has been successfully used on its first commercial 
project – a warehouse floor in Portugal.

Juan de Jorge, RCR Industrial Flooring, Madrid, Spain

New volumetric stability 
additive has successful 
commercial debut 

Permaban Signature in-situ.
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control the shrinkage forces at work in the concrete as it 

Controlling shrinkage

the concrete is a well-recognised approach, which also 

The completed floor at one of four warehouses for Pérez 
Torres Maritima, at the port of Aveiro in Portugal.

RCR teams at work.
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Introducing LINK EVR
LINK EVR is a concrete additive with an ingredient exclusive 

modified and designed to achieve a measured expansion 

spillages or repeated water ingress, which would otherwise 
seep into the concrete floor and compromise the strength 

storage and shipping organisation, with operations in ports 

Pérez Torres Maritima (PTM) has had a presence at the 

as port operator, shipping agent, forwarder, customs agent 

As PTM’s operations at the port expanded, so did its 
need for storage space and hence in 2016 contractor 
Acciona Construction was commissioned to construct four 
new warehouses, totalling 11,000m2

The client was keen to avoid differential settling of the 

Furthermore, the floor was a rectangular shape, which is 

design, and realised that the particular challenges of 
the floor called for specialist advice to enhance its own 

partnership with specialist concrete flooring application 

The design solution

store, the RCR design team recommended a 180mm-thick 
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The engineer, client and contractor were pleased with 
the solution and so ASIC and Monofloor continued to work 

that the surface and the shrinkage are as expected, and the 

Another completed floor at one of four warehouses for 
Pérez Torres Maritima, at the port of Aveiro in Portugal.


